International Students

Global Skills Development Course

Gain a more fulfilling university life・improve your job hunting・ join effective research activities ・ & further international exchange in a community

Hiroshima International Plaza’s “Global Relations Program”
Application details for a long-term stay at the Hiroshima International Plaza.

What is the “Hiroshima International Plaza’s Global Relations Program”?
Global Skills Development Course
In order to support the future employment and research activities of international students in Hiroshima, we will
provide students with a comfortable environment where they further their studies and can gain various life
experiences in order to cultivate the following competencies:

This program is geared towards providing an environment where foreign students can acquire the “practical skills” they

(1) Increased understanding of Japanese language and culture

need to play an active part in the global community while living at the Plaza and going to school.

(2) Leadership skills, and other abilities, necessary to contribute to global society in the next generation
(3) The aspiration to create a multi-cultural and peaceful society

After moving in,
・ You can participate in the Japanese cultural experiences held in the Plaza.
・ You will be able to get valuable experience by taking part in voluntary activities and helping out with events
・ Japanese teachers will be available to advise your Japanese study.

Capacity

Qualifications

6 Single person rooms (for foreign students who are in universities in
Hiroshima Prefecture)
International Students who:
(1)attend universities in Hiroshima Prefecture (undergraduate/graduate levels) &
studying here more than three months;

Hiroshima U.

(2)have a letter of recommendation from their school;

HIP

(3)are able to participate in the Hiroshima international Center’s training program;
(4)are willing to participate in events organized by the Hiroshima International Center;
(5)understand international exchange and can live in harmony with other HIP
residents.
Application
Period
The HIP is 2.5 ㎞ from Hiroshima University. The JICA free bus goes through the university on weekdays.(2 services in the
mornings and 1 service in the evenings.) Shared taxi service is available for GRP Trainees. (¥220 per use / Weekdays/fixed

Facility Tour
& Briefing

times only.)

※

Hiroshima International Plaza HP

※ In case the number of applicants is reached, the application will be
closed.
Weekdays (by appointment only）
【Contact】Hiroshima International Center <Training Department>
Person in charge : TAKEI Yoko
℡ : 082-421-5900

http://hiroshima-hip.or.jp/

★Rental Period:
One year in principle (although we may allow a second)
★Rent:
Daily rent ¥800 administrative costs ¥2,550/month
★For a single person 17m2 Space
★About the Facilities:
＊ Each room comes with an air conditioner, bathroom, television, refrigerator,
house phone, bed, desk, chair, bookshelf, closet, desk lamp, futon, curtain, shoebox and Wi-Fi
＊ Shared use: hot water dispenser, ice machine, laundry machine, microwave,
ironing board, refrigerator, freezer, cookware.
＊ The cooking room can be used daily.

Until November 30th, 2020

e-mail： hicc@hiroshima-ic.or.jp

*Weekend: Front Desk of HIP ℡ 082-421-5800
How to Apply

Selection
Process

Notice of
results

Please submit the application form to the International Students Service Division at
your school.
Selection is done through paper screenings & Interviews on a first-come
and first-served basis.

Shortly after the paper exam and interviews.

Hiroshima International Center <Training Department>
℡ 082-421-5900

e-mail： hicc@hiroshima-ic.or.jp
*Weekend: Front Desk of HIP ℡ 082-421-5800

